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Keynote

The BCU ITE Curriculum
• PGCE specific guidance – Kelly Davey Nicklin

• BA/ BSc (Hons) with QTS specific guidance – Grant Huddleston

• Mentor and AT tasks



Phase 2 - Know, remember and understand how 
pupils learn and the Associate Teacher’s role in 

the process

Phase 3 - Know, remember and understand 
how to plan for curriculum delivery that meets 
the needs of all learners

Phase 4 - Know, remember and understand how 
to meet the needs of all learners within your 

wider role within a school

Phase 5 - Remember and apply ways to 
set high expectations, and ways to 
manage behaviour

Phase 6 - Remember and apply an understanding of 
how to implement curricula in the classroom –

planning, teaching and reflecting

Phase 7 - Remember and apply an 
understanding of how to meet the needs 
of all learners

Phase 8 - Remember, compare and apply 
knowledge of teaching and learning strategies 

within a new school environment

Phase 9 - Consolidation of critically 
reflective and inclusive teaching practice

Phase 10 - Sustained independent 
professional practice – embedding 

composite teaching practice

Phase 11 - Becoming an Early Career 
Teacher and sustaining your 
professional development

Phase 1 - Preparing to become an Associate TeacherD
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The sequencing of our BCU ITE Curriculum into 
phases (which ensures that we go beyond the 
minimum requirement of the Core Content 
Framework)



The BCU ITE Curriculum Themes 
A Associate teacher uses critical enquiry and research informed practice to 

develop their understanding of effective teaching and learning

B Associate teacher’s classroom practice establishes effective behaviour 
management using high expectations and awareness of pupil wellbeing

C Associate teacher knows more, remembers more and applies subject 
knowledge and subject-specific pedagogy to impact on pupils’ progress

D Associate Teacher uses knowledge about how pupils learn to plan and assess 
learning to ensure that all pupils make progress

E Associate Teacher implements effective adaptive teaching approaches to 
meet all learners’ needs, including SEND (Special Educational Needs and 
Disability) and EAL (English as an Additional Language) learners.

F Associate Teacher demonstrates professional behaviours and contributes 
effectively to the wider life of the school.

Our Curriculum 
Themes ensure that 

our curriculum 
content 

encompasses the 
breadth of the Core 
Content Framework 

and beyond



Key Dates Autumn/Spring 2022-23

• School Experience 1 Placement: Thursday 20th October 2022 – Friday 10th

February 2023 (the end date may vary for some School Direct routes)

• This placement covers phases 5 – 7 on the Associate Teacher curriculum map.

• Mondays are always with BCU mostly Subject Pedagogy but sometimes 
Professional Studies (school placements are Tuesday – Friday)

• Review from School Mentor (formative assessment) – to be received by 
Friday 16th December (end of phase 6) 

• Progress Review (End of School Experience 1 Module Assessment) – to be 
received by 10th February 2023

@BCUPGCESec



Associate Teacher Contact
• ATs will email to their Professional and Subject mentor:

✓Pen Portrait (with photo)

✓Subject Knowledge Tracker

✓Safeguarding letter (they also have a hard copy of this)
In their email they will also ask what time you want them to arrive on Thursday (for ATs 

new to their placement, i.e. not Teach Central/Bishop Challoner)

All ATs have also been asked to bring a form of photo ID with them along with their DBS 
in case any schools need to see this in addition to their BCU safeguarding letter.

@BCUPGCESec



Suggestion for Core trainees (and School Direct – not TC/BC):

INDUCTION DAYS: Lots of observing (where possible), gathering relevant info 
(policies/procedures) and paperwork.

WEEKS 1-2 (after half-term): By the end of the 2nd full week – timetable to be provided on 
BCU template. More observing, interaction and support in lessons.

WEEK 3: ATs start to take responsibility for sections of lessons, e.g. starters/plenaries.

WEEK 4/5 (Start of Phase 6): ATs take responsibility for teaching some lessons on their 
timetable. BCU tutor will visit and jointly observe teaching in Phase 6.

@BCUPGCESec
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• 14 hours specialist subject lessons on the timetable, which 
includes...
– 7 hours leading

– 7 hours supporting (where possible, this number can be reduced 
where curriculum time is limited)

– ATs need experience in all three key stages where possible (i.e. Key 
Stage 3, 4 & 5)

ATs should start teaching their full 7 hours per week from January 
as they work towards the end of their first assessment phase. 
Before Christmas, ATs build towards 5 hours per week that they 
take responsibility for.

@BCUPGCESec



• Remainder of timetable:
– 2nd subject where possible but not a priority for school 1 (anything they 

have studied at post-16 or beyond) – DT and Science do not need to 
consider a second subject

– Tutor/form group (not linked to subject mentor)

– Observation (in and out of dept)

– Meetings, INSET, etc.

– Out of Hours / Extra-Curricular

– Parents’ Evenings 

– Weekly Review meeting (with subject mentor)

– PM / WSI (Whole School Issue) sessions

ATs HAVE BEEN TOLD THAT THEY MUST BE PRESENT FOR ALL LESSONS THAT APPEAR ON 
THEIR TIMETABLE – EVEN IF THEY ARE NOT TEACHING THEM YET

@BCUPGCESec



• ATs gather existing units and annotate them in regards to the 
amendments they make to existing units.

• For some units they may wish to you use the BCU unit of work 
template. There is a guidance document to support them.

• Units of work (i.e. long-term planning) must be authorised by the 
subject mentor before ATs take responsibility for a class.

Medium-term planning - Units of Work

@BCUPGCESec



Short-term planning - Lesson Planning

• Full lesson plan to be completed for a minimum of two lessons per week 
(linked to formal lesson observations). 

• A reduced version of a lesson plan template will be provided for ATs to 
use for all other lessons (all lessons must still be planned). As an 
alternative, ATs may use the school placement lesson plan template or 
another template that you have authorised.

@BCUPGCESec



RIT Process (Rapid Improvement Targets)

• Interventions and support will be put in place if a placement is at risk 
of being failed.

• The RIT process lasts 10 working days with specific targets that MUST 
be addressed.

• If RIT targets are NOT fully met, this can result in a failed placement 
and/or referral to Student Governance for Fitness to Practice 
(depending upon the nature of the concerns).



Assessment Towards QTS
This year, Associate Trainee progress towards achieving QTS is 
monitored and assessed in the following ways:
➢The Curriculum Map (used to ensure that School-Based Training 

aligns with Centre-Based Training)
➢Use of the Assessment Tracker (assessment against the BCU ITE 

Curriculum Themes)
➢Use of Weekly Mentor Meeting Records (to document AT progress 

on a weekly basis)
➢Learning Observation Records (LORs – used for lesson observation 

feedback)
➢Critical Incident Forms (used alongside review and progress 

assessment forms from Subject Mentors)



@BCUPGCESec

The Curriculum Map
Each Associate Teacher will have a curriculum map for their subject saved in their OneDrive

The orange side outlines the Centre-Based Learning for 
the whole year by phase

The green side outlines how learning from the 
orange side is being applied in school



@BCUPGCESec

• The Curriculum Map will triangulate between school mentors, the Associate 
Teacher, and BCU tutor to ensure that School-Based Training is complimenting and 
enhancing Centre-Based Training - the right hand column that evidences this will 
be updated when a BCU tutor conducts a school visit.

• The Curriculum Map should be used weekly so that you and your Associate 
Teacher can remind yourselves about what they have learned so far and they can 
then focus on how to apply that learning in the school placement.

• This map will support your knowledge of the BCU ITE Curriculum.

• Curriculum map example….

The Curriculum Map



@BCUPGCESec

The Assessment Tracker
The Assessment Tracker includes a page that 
looks like this for each BCU ITE Curriculum 
Theme

There are three levels of 
achievement for each theme

Text in black is the 
same across all 
subjects

Text in blue is 
relevant to your 
subject

All Themes to be assessed at 
least here by the end of 
School 1 (Feb half-term)

All Themes to be assessed at least 
here by the end of School 2 and to 

be awarded QTS

You might be achieving here in 
some areas by the end of School 2
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